Introduction
It is almost a commonplace that word order in the midfield of German clauses is flexible. Although statements to this effect do not claim that "anything goes" (cf. Eisenberg (1994, Ch. 12) ; Rambow (1994) ; Müller (1999) ), they suggest that word order variability in German clauses is considerably greater than, for example, in Dutch and English ones. The following three constraints on the ordering of argument NPs have figured prominently in the linguistic and psycholinguistic literature (cf. Uszkoreit (1987) , Pechmann et al. (1996) , Keller (2000) ): C1: Pronominal ≺ Non-pronominal C2: Nominative ≺ Non-nominative, and C3: Dative ≺ Accusative (where "≺" means "precedes").
Recently, intuitions about word order in German have been probed in a systematic fashion by Keller (2000) . From linguistically untrained native speakers he elicited "graded grammaticality" judgments via a novel technique based on the psychophysical method of Magnitude Estimation (Bard et al. 1996) . In one of his experiments, he determined the strengths of C1, C2 and C3 in ditransitive subordinate clauses. None of the three "precedence" constraints turned out to be "absolute" in the sense that their violation gave rise to extremely low acceptability/grammaticality judgments (as low as vi-olation of the absolute verb-final constraint in subordinate clauses did). In fact, Keller found C1 and C2 to have about equal strength and both to be considerably stronger than C3, which was very weak.
If linear order constraints such as C1 through C3 and their relative strengths are "psychologically real", they are expected to affect the linearization of argument NPs in actual language performance, i.e. during speaking and writing. More precisely, they yield predictions concerning the relative frequencies of argument orderings in written and spoken texts. For example:
• Linear orders that agree with a given constraint will be more frequent than orders violating it.
• Stronger constraints will give rise to a lower proportion of violations than weak constraints.
• Orders that violate more than one constraint will be rarer than violations of single constraints.
In earlier work (Kempen and Harbusch 2003) , we verified that this approach is viable in principle. We hypothesized that the strength of a precedence constraint reflects the likelihood that it would actually be respected in the course of the incremental production of a sentence. On this basis, and with a somewhat different set of precedence constraints than the above, we developed a probabilistic model that predicts relative frequencies of occurrence of argument NP orderings in real texts. We assumed, furthermore, that the predicted frequency of an argument ordering corresponds directly to its rated grammaticality. The model we thus obtained yielded a satisfactory fit with Keller's ratings.
However, this proof of concept hinges on the assumption of a close correspondence between frequency and rated grammaticality. As no frequency counts are available of argument NP orderings in clauses of the same type as those presented to the participants in Keller's experiments, we decided to supply this want. In the course of this corpus work, a systematic discrepancy emerged between the frequency counts and the grammaticality ratings. We had expected argument orderings in the middle range of the grammaticality spectrum to occur in the corpus with moderate frequencies, but they were conspicuously absent. The level of flexibility emerging from the frequency counts thus was considerably lower than grammaticality judgments suggest. The discovery of this frequency-grammaticality discrepancy spawned the investigation we report here.
Preview. The frequency counts of argument NP orderings in subordinate clauses of written as well as spoken corpora are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we propose a rather restrictive "production-based linearization rule" that models the actually occurring, high-grammaticality orderings. Section 4 extends the corpus study to main clauses in the written corpora and verifies that the rule holds there as well. Subsequently, Section 5 confronts the frequency counts with Keller's (2000) graded grammaticality ratings and shows that the latter license more word order freedom than the former. Section 6 proposes a theoretical account of the observed frequencygrammaticality discrepancy. Section 7 introduces a recent argument ordering model in the linguistic literature (Müller (1999) ) which is almost equally strict as our linearization rule although entirely based on grammaticality judgments, and explains why it does not square well with Keller's data. Section 8, finally, summarizes the line of reasoning.
The corpus study
We conducted a corpus study into the frequencies of linear orders of pronominal and non-pronominal Subject (S, nominative), Indirect Object (I, dative) and Direct Object (O, accusative) NPs in German subordinate clauses. These clause types include those used by Keller (2000) in his grammaticality rating studies. We needed these data in order to determine to what extent graded grammaticality ratings are mirrored by the frequency of argument ordering patterns in sentence materials generated outside the laboratory. We sought an answer to this question in written as well as spoken texts.
Written language:
The NEGRA-II and TIGER treebanks
Method
Recently, the NEGRA-II (Skut et al. 1997 ) and TIGER corpora (Brants et al. 2002) have become available -German treebanks that together contain about 60,000 newspaper sentences annotated in full syntactic detail. The data we report here have been aggregated over both corpora.
Using version 2.1 of TIGERSearch (König and Lezius 2000) , we extracted all finite clauses introduced by a subordinating conjunction and containing an (S,I) and/or and (S,O) pair, possibly with an additional (I,O) pair (with the members of a pair occurring in any order). As for terminology, clauses containing only an (S,I) pair are labeled intransitive; clauses with only an (S,O) pair are monotransitive; a clause with an (S,O) as well as an (I,O) pair is ditransitive; both latter types of clauses are called transitive. We found 2578 monotransitive, 287 intransitive, and 199 ditransitive subclauses meeting the requirements (3064 sentences in all). We distinguished six types of NPs: three pronominal (labeled (Sp, Ip, Op) and three non-pronominal or "full" (S, I, O) . An NP is pronominal iff it consists of a personal or a reflexive pronoun. Because a clause contains at most one token of each of the three types of grammatical function, there are 12 possible unordered pairs of NPs: three combinations of grammatical functions ((S,I), (S,O) and (I,O)) times four combinations of NP shapes (all pronominal, one member full, the other member full, all full). For each of these, we determined the frequency of the two possible orderings (i.e., of 24 ordered pairs). For additional methodological details, we refer to Kempen and Harbusch (2004a) .
Results
There were 3462 ordered pairs: one from each mono-or intransitive clause; three from every ditransitive clause (Table 1) . Before going into the reasons for the restricted variability, we need to assess whether it generalizes to other text types.
Spoken language: The VERBMOBIL dialogue corpus
The NEGRA-II and TIGER corpora consist entirely of written newspaper texts. Probably, these texts have been heavily edited by authors and editors. In the course of this process, many argument orderings that embodied lowfrequency patterns may have been eliminated and replaced by alternatives in the high-frequency range. We therefore deemed it necessary to explore a text type that has undergone no off-line editing. The VERBMOBIL corpus of spoken dialogues (Burger et al. 2000) lended itself very well to this purpose.
Method
Having extracted all relevant subordinate clauses from the transcribed VERB-MOBIL dialogues, 1 we classified the grammatical functions (S, I, O) by hand.
Results
We found 2711 monotransitive, 296 intransitive, and 168 ditransitive subordinate clauses meeting the requirements (3175 clauses in all). See Table 2 for the 3511 ordered argument pairs. Section 5 gives additional details.
Inspection of Table 2 shows that the frequency pattern is very similar to that in Table 1 . The number of empty or almost empty cells is again rather high, and they occupy the same positions in the two Tables. We conclude that limited flexibility of argument NP orderings is a rather widespread phenomenon occurring in spoken as well as written language.
In the next Section, we propose a linearization rule that fits the observed pattern rather accurately.
A production-based linearization rule
The frequency data can be accounted for by the rather strict "productionbased linearization rule" in Figure 1 . 2 To each individual argument NP, 
Clause type:
Transitive Intransitive Ditransitive .) The primary position of full NPs is posterior to that of the pronouns. However, each full NP has an additional "secondary", more anterior placement option, which is indicated by the labeled arrows. This "freedom in restraint" is conditional upon mono-, di-, or intransitivity of the head verb. Mild conceptual factors such as animacy (Kempen and Harbusch 2004a) , definiteness (Kurz (2000) ; Kempen and Harbusch (2004b) ) and referential ease (yielding "light" NPs; cf. Hawkins (2004); Wasow (2002) ; Kempen and Harbusch (2004b) ) enable full argument NPs to occupy the more leftward position.
Of the 6239 written and spoken subordinate clauses extracted from the corpora, only 17 exemplars violate the production-based rule (0.27%). We list these exceptions in extenso in Table 3 3 . Table 3 : Exceptions to the production-based linearization rule in the NEGRA-II, TIGER, and VERBMOBIL corpora. The source of each clause has been added to the reference number (N=NEGRA-II, T=TIGER, V=VERBMOBIL).
Monotransives
( This also applies to four rule-violating Op-I-S main clauses (see the corresponding bar in the bottom panel of Figure 3 below). This is one of them:
• We assume that these orderings are due to the overriding influence of "end weight" (cf. Hawkins (2004); Wasow (2002) ). Whether they are real exceptions is disputable, though, because extraposed constituents often end up in the endfield of a clause. In the absence of a nonfinite verb separating the midfield from the endfield ("rechte Satzklammer"), one cannot tell which field the extraposed constituent has selected. In sum, the NEGRA-II and TIGER data justify generalization of the production-based linearization rule to argument orderings in main clauses. The fact that clauses independently selected from the three corpora appear to respect the rule, may reinforce thrust in it and weigh up against the disadvantage of the relatively small corpus sizes. Tables 5 and 6 .) 4 The Figures reveal a substantial correlation between the grammaticality rating and the corpus frequency of the members of a clause family: In all mono-and ditransitive clause families, the most frequent members are the ones that received the highest ratings; and members with very low ratings are absent from the corpus. However, quite a few orderings that are rated at least average in grammatical quality, also have zero corpus frequencies. Consider, in particular, the ditransitives to the immediate right of the thick vertical lines in Figures 2 and 3 . In other words, the grammaticality judgments tend to be more lenient than the corpus data. 5 In the next Section we propose an explanation for this discrepancy.
Severity of rule violation affects corpus frequencies and grammaticality ratings differently
Let us assume that the internal grammar of native speakers of German includes our production-based linearization rule -in other words, that the rule is "psychologically real". This implies that under normal conditions the grammatical encoding mechanisms operative in these speakers of German will function according to this rule, and sentences violating it will rarely occur. When performing the grammaticality judgment task and detecting an argument ordering that conflicts with the rule, the informants can react in two different ways:
• They reject any ill-formed linear order and assign the same low grammaticality score to all clauses embodying a deviant order.
• To ill-formed clauses they assign a grammaticality score commensurate with the severity of rule violation, i.e. with number and seriousness of the deviations.
In the latter case, the grammaticality score an argument order receives is predicted to be a function of the similarity between this order and the order(s) licensed by the production-based linearization rule. In order to evaluate the viability of this hypothesis, we derived from it a simple similarity metric. Arguments that prefer an early position in the clause are the Subject NP (full or pronominal) and the pronominal NPs. Mono-and ditransitive orderings where these constituents indeed occupy early positions are therefore more similar to the rule than orderings where these constituents have moved to the right. Calculation of the average ranking number of the Subject and pronominal NPs in an argument ordering yields an "anteriority" score for each member of a family of clauses. We predict high negative correlations between anteriority and grammaticality: the lower the anteriority score of an ordering (that is, Subject and pronominal NPs in early positions), the higher the grammaticality score. Anteriority values can be calculated for both the mono-and the ditransitive clauses.
Comparison of the resulting scores with the grammaticality ratings for each member of a family of clauses -see Table 5 and Table 6 , columns 2 and 8 -exhibits a high rank correlation. In only one case (marked in gray), the rank orders are reversed. We conclude that the average similarity between to-be-judged argument orderings and orderings licensed by the production-based rule is a good predictor of the grammaticality ratings. Stated differently, the grammaticality ratings appear sensitive to the number and seriousness of violations of the rule. Argument orderings that embody mild violations of the rule, receive medium-range grammaticality scores due to this sensitivity but are virtually absent from the corpora because the grammatical encoding mechanism in speakers/writers does not (or hardly ever) produce them.
Graded grammaticality versus "graded ungrammaticality"
In the foregoing we have tried to model the data we extracted from the spoken and written corpora as faithfully and concisely as possible, with the "production-based linearization rule" as the central outcome. We arrived at this rule independently from Müller's (1999) system of word order constraints which resembles ours in many respects. The following properties of his model represent points of similarity:
• The midfield includes an early region where only pronominal arguments can go -the so-called Wackernagel position.
• Pronouns in the Wackernagel position do not scramble (i.e., their order is fixed).
• Full NPs occupy a region posterior to the Wackernagel position.
• In the posterior region, scrambling is allowed.
• Of the full NPs, only the Subject is allowed to precede the Wackernagel position.
There are only a few differences:
• A full Subject that precedes one or more pronominal NPs, is placed to the left of the Wackernagel position, whereas in our rule it goes to the same position as pronominal Subjects.
• Scrambling of full NPs is slightly more liberal in Müller's model. For example, full Direct Objects may precede full Subjects in the postWackernagel region.
The similarity between the two rule systems is surprising because the empirical evidence Müller adduces in support of his model is not production-or corpus-based but consists entirely of grammaticality judgments. Given the frequency-grammaticality discrepancies we observed above, one would expect a rather poor fit between a model based on judgments and one based on production data. Keller (2000) , too, notes that his ratings are at variance with Müller's model. So, how to account for the convergence of a "performancebased" and a "competence-based" linearization component? Our answer presupposes that, somewhere on the grammaticality continuum ranging from "perfectly well-formed" to "seriously ill-formed", there is a critical value called the "production threshold". Syntactic structures with grammaticality values above this threshold will occur in corpora with moderate-to-high frequencies. Structures whose grammaticality scores lie slightly above or slightly below the production threshold, will have zero or, at best, very low frequencies -they are "marked". Structures with even lower grammaticality ratings are only delivered in case of a malfunctioning production mechanism or deliberate output distortion.
The argument orderings licensed by our linearization rule or by Müller's grammar presumably have grammaticality values that exceed the production threshold or are in its vicinity; they all represent unmarked or marked cases. Our performance-based rule converges with Müller's competencebased grammar because both aim to model linear orders above and around the production threshold.
Where on the grammaticality continuum should we place the clauses of Keller's experiments? While high-grammaticality clauses indubitably exceed the production threshold, those with medium-range or low grammaticality ratings most probably are subthreshold. If so, they are expected to have zero corpus frequencies. At any rate, a positive correlation between grammaticality and frequency may exist only for structures with grammaticality ratings above the production threshold.
Apparently, "graded grammaticality" should be distinguished from "graded ungrammaticality". Keller's rating data probably stem in part from the latter domain, and the model he proposes aims to account not only for graded grammaticality but also for graded ungrammaticality. In contrast, Müller's grammar, like our production-based rule, only covers graded grammaticality, i.e. the range of grammaticality ratings above and around the production threshold. The domain of grammaticality judgments that constitutes the empirical basis for Müller's grammar, therefore differs from that investigated by Keller. This, in turn, implies that Keller's data and the conclusions drawn from it (e.g., the relative strengths of constraints C1 through C3 in Section 1), should not be used directly to evaluate Müller's grammar. The two empirical domains overlap only in part.
We conclude this Section with two remarks relating to Müller's grammar. First, while our approach is purely descriptive, his grammar can explain important facts. For instance, we did no more than observe that the primary position of the full Subject NP follows rather than precedes pronouns in the Wackernagel position. Müller's grammar is superior in that it links this property to other parts of the grammar. (For details we refer to his article.) Second, we propose to follow Müller (1999; endnote 11) in the treatment of "strong" pronominal arguments, that is, those carrying sentence accent or preceded by adverbs such as auch 'also', selbst 'even', nur 'only', etc. They function as full NPs and can occupy positions in the post-Wackernagel region of the midfield and be subject to scrambling.
Summary and conclusion
We presented the results of several corpus studies into the frequencies of argument NP orders in the midfield of subordinate and main clauses of German. In both the written and the spoken corpora, the amount of argument order variation appeared to be relatively small. We devised a rather restrictive "production-based linearization rule" that describes the actually observed orderings. Comparison of the corpus frequencies and the grammaticality values from Keller's (2000) study revealed a systematic discrepancy: the assignment of medium-range grammaticality scores to quite a few argument orderings with zero frequencies in the corpora.
In order to explain the frequency-grammaticality discrepancy, we posited three hypotheses:
• The strict production-based linearization rule (or a mechanism yielding equivalent output) is causally involved in, and constrains, gram-matical encoding during spoken and written sentence production.
• The grammaticality raters in Keller's study estimated the average similarity between the to-be-judged argument ordering and the order(s) licensed by the strict linearization rule.
• The grammaticality continuum specifies a critical value called the "production threshold". Structures with grammaticality values above this threshold will occur in corpora with moderate-to-high frequencies.
Structures with grammaticality scores in the neighborhood of the production threshold, will have zero or, at best, very low frequenciesthey are "marked". Structures with even lower grammaticality ratings are only generated in case of malfunction of the grammatical encoder.
We show that these assumptions, in addition to accounting for the frequency-grammaticality discrepancy, also help to resolve the seeming contradiction between strict and more lenient linguistic (judgment-based) rule/constraint systems for the linear order of argument NPs in the midfield of German main and subordinate clauses, in particular the one between Müller (1999) and Keller (2000) . In writing the search patterns we heavily used the part-of-speech (PoS) tags included in the transcriptions. No other grammatical annotations are available. As the dialogues had been recorded with several different types of microphones, many dialogue turns occur more than once, although with different codes. We eliminated such duplications before estimating the corpus frequencies. a full or pronominal subject, a ditto direct object and a ditto indirect object. In addition, it licenses 5 monotransitive and 6 intransitive argument NP orders.
Author addresses
3 In order to enable the reader to judge the (un-)markedness of the rule-violating orderings in Table 3 4 Note that only a subset of the ditransitive clauses considered in Section 2 (cf. Tables 1 and 2 ) were included in Figures 2 and 3: Especially in the VERBMOBIL dialogues, quite a few clauses contain more than one pronominal argument NP.
5 A second, less salient discrepancy concerns the ditransitive family members whose ordering pattern complies with the production-based linearization rule, i.e., the pairs to the left of the thick vertical lines in Figures 2 and 3 : The member with the highest grammaticality rating does not always have the highest frequency. Instead, the most frequent one tends to be the "primary" ordering in the production-based rule. The only exception seems to be the (S,Ip,O) family, where the two orderings left of the vertical line have nearly identical frequency scores. However, in the midfield of main clauses in the written corpora, the highest frequency score is obtained by the ordering whose grammaticality rating is second best, i.e. by Ip-S-O -also the "primary" one. We will not discuss this phenomenon any further here, except for noting that this frequency pattern is a second reason, in addition to the one mentioned at the end of Section 3, why the ordering Sp-Op-Ip-S-I-O deserves the appellation "primary" for transitive clauses. For the sake of completeness, we list here the frequencies of the ordering patterns in the main clauses from NEGRA-II 
